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Beginning in 2010, the United States Mint will issue newly designed quarters featuring a national

park or other site approximately every ten weeks&#151;and this compact folder is the perfect place

for collectors to store each new coin.Ã‚Â Complete with historical information and details of the

Congressional Act that initiated this special program, the folder will keep this commemorative series

organized, accessible, and easy to show off.The noteworthy sites will come from all 50 states, as

well as Washington, D.C., and five U.S. territories: Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the U.S.

Virgin Islands, and the Northern Mariana Islands.
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Great folder, fits coins tightly, and protects them. My 3 year old daughter gets a kick out of it. She

gets excited when we get change, and wants to see what kind of "treasures" or "doubloons" we

received. Only flaw with the folder is that the slots are labeled by year and state, not by the

monument on the quarter. That's not horrible, but it took me a minute to realize what I'm looking at.

I was looking for a good deal on the current America the Beautiful quarters collection, since I didn't

start collecting them until halfway through the series, and this seemed like a good folder for them. I

was really happy with the size of the folder, it's the size of a normal book basically, whereas my coin

folder from the first state quarters set was huge and hard to store. I also really love that it has spots

for P & D quarters, so it's easy to see what I need to fill in the collection.As far as the hole size for

the quarters, it is tight, but if you push on them firmly you can get them in, so it is functional, just



tight. For the price, I think this is a good album for the set.

First off, I thought it was a map. That's my fault for not reading carefully, so no stars dinged for that.

Where I do ding stars is that the quarters are really hard to get in! And then almost impossible to get

out without damaging the folder.

The book has positions for both P and D mint marks. A separate list is included giving the name of

the national park for each state. Spaces for the entire series through 2021 are included. A

description of the design process is also present. This is much better than what I have for the state

quarters series from a different publisher. This book is a keeper.

Besides the very bad misprint (years duplicated 2x)... nothing a pen can't fix... would have been a 5

star.Probably adds to the value :) Still using it to this day. In the future, prob > 5*. Pen prob doesn't

help. Whatever... collecting coins. Recommended. If you get the same misprint - you can prob

return - I just kept it. It has CO and PA inserts. So if you travel - try to get change.

The holes into which the quarters go are too small making it impossible to push, squeeze, pound or

otherwise jam the quarters into their appropriate spots. By the time I sent it out to my grandson and

he waited for his birthday to open it, it was too late to return. With shipping charges and cost of item

it was a lot of wasted money.

Excellent product. Does its job very well, and very handsomely. My 9-year-old had a wonderful time

collecting and inserting all the quarters. Sometimes he needed my help to insert them fully because

the slots are very snug. A butter knife or strong fingers will do the trick. Once the quarter goes in, it

will not come out without damaging the slot area. I think this is a good thing: those quarters are now

for display and they will stay there securely.

Simple way to collect the quarters
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